The relationship between monetary base and money: how close? by Albert E. Burger
TELY, there has been considerable discussion
about setting targets for the growth rate of money.
However, of those proposing snch targets for mone-
taiy growth, none has stated the probability that the
actual growth rate of money will fall within the
bounds they have suggested. Clearly, the Federal Re.
serve cannot guarantee with 100 percent certainty
that it will achieve any specific growth rate of money,
and Congress should not expect the Federal Reserve
to do so. There always exists a probability greater
than zero that the growth rate of money will exceed
or fall short of its targeted rate by some amount, If
investors and businessmen are going to use publicly
announced targets for the growth rate of money
in their investment decisions, it would be helpful to
them to be able to determine the probability that such
a growth rate will be achieved.
The operational procedure the Federal Reserve
uses to achieve a monetary growth rate is crucial in
determining the probability that the announced
growth rate for money will be achieved, Using his-
torical evidence, this article develops confidence in-
tervals for the growth rate of money associated with
two procedures whereby the Federal Reserve would
use its control over the monetary base as the means
to achieve a growth path for money. This type of
analysis helps answer questions such as the following:
if the Federal Reserve announced that it desired the
growth rate of the money stock to be 6 percent over
a specified future period, say the next twelve months,
then based on the historical evidence, what would be
the probability that the growth rate of money would
fall within some bounds of, say, 5 to 7.5 percent?
The first procedure is one in which the Federal
Open Market Committee (FOMC) would direct the
Trading Desk to maintain the growth of the mone-
tary base at the same rate as its desired growth rate
for money. For example, if the FOMC decided it
wanted the money stock to grow at a 6 percent rate
over the next twelve months, it would direct the Desk
to have the monetary base grow at a 6 percent rate
over the next twelve months. The second procedure is
one in which the relationship between the monetary
base and money (the money multiplier) would be
“predicted” each month. Using these predictions of
the multiplier, the Desk would supply the amount of
monetary base necessary to hit their target value for
money.
The Federal Open Market Committee is frequently
interested in evaluating the effects of its actions over
the next year where the “year” may begin in the month
of the FOMC meeting, not necessarily in January.
Therefore, throughout this analysis consecutive mov-
ing time intervals are used. This permits the analysis
to be developed with a large number of observations.
For example, there are 216 observations on rates of
change of the base and money over consecutive mov-
ing twenty-four month intervals included in the sam-
ple period spanning the twenty years from 1954
through 1973.1 The analysis begins with month-to-
month observations of the difference between the
growth rates of monetary base and money, and then
the time interval is progressively lengthened to con-
secutive twenty-four month intervals. The same pro-
cedure is then repeated using quarterly data, where
the longest lime period considered is eight quarters.
Setting the Growth of Base Equal
to the Desired Growth of Money
The mean (average) difference between the
growth rates of the monetary base and the money
stock provides evidence as to how close the growth
rates of these two aggregates have been, on average,
‘The results were not significantly different if the sample
period was altered. For example, essentially the same results
held for all length time intervals within a sample period
1954-63 and within a sample period 1964-73, and these re-
sults were essentially the same as those for the longer sample
period 1954-73.
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Page 3Some financial analysts prefer to use month-to-
month comparisons, while others prefer quarter-to-
quarter comparisons. Therefore, Table I presents the
mean and standard deviation of the difference be-
tween the growth rates of the seasonally adjusted
monetary base and money on monthly and quarterly
bases, respectively. For all length time periods the
mean of the difference is very small, showing that,
regardless of the length of the time period, the growth
of the money stock svas approximately the same, on
average, as the growth of the monetary base.
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The standard deviation can be used to make condi-
tional probability statements about the difference be-
tween growth rates of base and money for specified
time periods.~For example, as shown in Table I, the
mean of the difference between the growth rates of
base and money over all consecutive twelve-month
periods from 1954 through 1973 is 0.141 percentage
point, arid the standard deviation is 1.092 percentage
points. Therefore, based on the historical evidence,
one would expect that 95 percent of the observations
on the growth rate of money over all t\velve-month
periods would be between about +2.3 percentage
points and —2 percentage points of the growth of
the base,
‘The term “percentage points” is used to denote differences
betwcen growth rates which are expressed in percent per
annum, For example, if thc growth rate of base is 6 percent
and the growth rate of money is 5 pcrccnt, then the dilfer—
ence bctwcen the growth rates of base and money is one
percentage point.
4
Assuming thesc observations are di-awn from a population
~vhere the observations arc normally’ distributed, about 68
perccnt of the observations lie within plus or minus one stand-
ard deviation of the mean, and about 95 percent of the oh-
scrvations lie within plus or minus two standard deviations
of the mean, The frequency distribution of the observations
was examined and Chi-square tests werc performed. These
tests supported the assumption that the obscrvations ‘were
drawn from a normally distributed population,
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Table I
Difference Between Annual Growth Rates
of Monetary Base and Money: 1954-1973’
Monthly
One- Thr,,e. Six Nine- Twelve- Eighteen- Twenty-Four
Month Months M.onthn Months Months Months Months
Moon 0.090% 0,124% 0.123% 0.134% 0.141% 0.160% 0.182%
Stondord Deviation 3.975 2.117 1.475 1.233 1.092 0.890 0.774
Number of Observations 239 237 234 231 228 222 216
Quorterly
One- Two- Three- Four- flve- Six- Eiqht-
Ouo’ter Quarters Quarters Quarters Quarts:, s Quarters Quarters
Moon 0.128% 0.124% 0.134% 0.141% 0.152% 0,160% 0 182%
Standard Dpviatian 1.706 1.367 1.173 1.049 0.943 0.866 0759
Number of Observations 79 78 77 76 75 74 72
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lIowever, there are substantial differences with re-
spect to the variation about this mean as the length
of the time period is altered. In general, the longer
the time interval, the smaller is the variation around
the mean. For example, the monthly data show a
standard deviation of 4 percentage points for a one-
month interval, then the standard deviation steadily
decreases as the time interval lengthens, reaching
‘These probability- statemcnts are conditioned upon the as-
sumption that future observations are drawn from the same
population as the sample observations.
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Since the mean of the differences between the gences between the growth rates of monetary base
growth rates of base and money is about zero, the and money have been great enough and lasted long
most likely result over a twelve-month period is that enough so that the changed growth rate of money had
the growth of money would be approximately the an undesired influence on economic activity. The pe-
same as the growth of the monetaiy base. By metho- nod from about mid-1974 into early 1975 was an
dological convention one would say that, based on the example of this situation,
historical evidence, it would be very unlikely (in the
sense of having occurred only 5 percent of the time)
that the growth rate of money would diverge from
the growth rate of the monetary base by more than
about ±2 percentage points over any given twelve-
month period.
These results in Table I indicate the following
conclusions:
(1) It is not unlikely that over a short time period
the growth of the monetary base will be sub-
stantially different from the growth rate of the
money stock,
(2) As the time period lengthens, the deviations
between the growth of the money stock and the
monetary base are reduced significantly. For
example, lengthening the comparison interval
from month-to-month growth rates to a six-
month interval reduces the standard deviation
from 4 percentage points to 1.5 percentage
points, a reduction of over 60 percent.
These conclusions have practical implications for a
situation in which the FOMC would decide that it
wanted money to grow at a 6 percent rate over the
next twelve months-, and then instructed the Trading
Desk to operate so as to achieve a6percent rate of
growth for the monetary base. It svould not be
unlikely that for the first few months the growth rate
of money might be significantly different than 6 per-
cent, even if the growth rate of the base was main-
tained at a6percent rate.
The FOMC should not be “alarmed” at this result,
and should not drastically alter its target growth rate
for the monetary ba-se as a result of this deviation.
Historical evidence suggests that the probability of
achieving a6percent growth rate of money by a
maintained policy of controlling the growth rate of the
base at 6 percent increases substantially as the time Beginning about mid-1974 and carrying into early
period lengthens. Historical evidence indicates that 1975, the divergence between the growth rates of
with a 6 percent growth rate of the monetary base monetary base and money was unusually large by the historical standard of the period l954-73,~For many
over a t\vel\-c-month period there would be a 95 per- of the consecutive six- and hvelve-month periods re-
cent probability that the growth of money over this
period would be in the range of 4 to S percent. ported in Table II the divergences exceed two stand-
ard deviations. For example from February 1974 to
An Alternative Approach to February 1975 the monetary base rose 7.5 percent but
the money stock increased only 3.4 percent.
5
See Albert E. Burger. “Explanation of the Growth of the
Money Stock: 1974-Early 1975,” this Review (September
1975), pp. 5-10.
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Tab’s II
Annual Growth Rates of Monetary Base and Money:




Growth Rate the Growth
of Rates of
Monutary Growth Rate Base and
Base of Money Money
2
12/73 - 6:74 8.6% 6,4% 2.2%
1/74- 7/74 8.4 7,1 1.3
2/74. 8/74 8.1 5.5 26
3~74- 9/74 8.5 4.0 4.5’
4/74 - 10/74 7.3 3.6 3.7’
574- 11/74 8.3 4.4 3.9’
6~74 - 17/74 8.7 3.7 55’
7/74- 1/75 6.0 0.9 51’
8i74- 2~75 68 1.4 54’
9/74- 3/75 70 3.1 39’
10/74 4175 6.3 3.0 3.3’
11~74- 5/75 45 3.5 50
12 74- 6 75 7.3 6.1 1.2
1175- 7/75 8.2 8.6 04




57/73 . 12/74 8 o% 4 8% 3.8%’
1~74 1/75 7.2 39
2/74- 7/75 75 34 4.5’
3’74 3175 78 3-6 42’
4174 - 4/75 6.8 3.3 3.5’
5’74- 5~7S 6.4 39 75’
6,74 6/75 79 4.6 33’
7//4- 7/75 71 4.7 74’
8/74- 8/75 72 4.9 2.3
Mean 3 27
Stnnda”d Deviat~on 0.72
I.’ ‘iii:., _... .11
‘‘‘‘is .‘..‘, ‘ . I :5.. ‘i.’,iu~!’ i,,’.t .
‘I’ :. ‘.‘i—, ‘!‘‘ ‘‘ 1 .. ..... ,~.,‘
sin. Io_,, 5 .:r 5,’—:.r’t,,’’ 5.1:’,’. ‘151_I ‘7.5
Controlling Money
The above procedure yields, on average, fairly sat-
isfactory results. however, at certain times, diver-
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Tabt 515
Mean and $tcrndard Deviation of the Differences Betweelt Actual qnd Predicted
Growth Rates cf Money Resulting from Predtcting the Money Multipliert
Monthly Dec tub r 19.53 Decenibe t973
One Three Six Twelve Etgbteen Twenty-four-
Month MonTh, Months Months Months Months
Mean —0,145% 0M40% —oozz% —0.018% —0017% 0012%
Standard Deviation 4342 1 440 0724 0.360 0236 0.178
N tuber at Ohs rveEops 240 238 235 229 223 217
Quarte 5y P1/53 P1/73
One-Quarter Two-Quortert Four Quarters S Quas’ters Eight Quarters
Mews —0046% 0023% —0019% —0014% 0013%
Stende d Deyrotion 0.144 0.490 0240 0 157 0119
N nsber ot Observations SO 79 77 75 73
El a sea nally’ adni Pr ‘oted ha f nanney we computed r each p ted u isg tb predicted I ut in pe sod t
nt~arnd dli the act I level In p r t,,1 • etc.
the initial period with the predicted level in the final
period. Fo1 example, the predicted growth rate of
money fromn December to January was computed by
comparing the actual level of the money stock in De-
cember with the level of the money stock predicted
for January using data through December in the pre-
diction. To compute the predicted growth rate for
money ov r the six month period from December to
June the actual level of money for December was
used. The predicted Ic el for June xx as computed
u ing data thiough May. It i as umed that for each
month from December through June the Federal Re-
sene was predicting a monex multiplier and then
supplxing the amount of base consistcnt xxitli its tar rc
lix el for the money stock. In some months this pro-
cedure resulted in mone being above target and
some months beloss target. The comparison of the six
month predicted gros th rate of money and the actual
growth rate of money indicate hoss far off target the
Federal Resers e would be after six months.~
To help answer this question, a procedure was de-
veloped for predicting the money multiplier using
only that information available to the Federal Reserve
at the time the predictions svere made. Each month This procedure for controlling the growth of money
the money multiplier was predicted and, given this was simulated for the 1954-73 period. The mean and
prediction, the money stock likely to result from a standard deviation of the differences between pre-
given amount of base was determined. The level of dicted and actual growth rates of money are given in
the money stock the FOMC desired to achieve was Table III. Comparing these results with those re-
assumed to be equal to the product of the predicted ported in Table I it can be seen that for very short
money multiplier and the actual level of the monetary periods, such as a month, no improvement results over
base. - assuming that the growth rate of money and base will
Predicted growth rates of money were computed
by comparing the actual level of the nioney stock in
CIt the multiplier ‘vas constant, then the elasticity of money
with respect to the base wuuld be equal to one.
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For a more complete explanation of this procedure, see Albert
K Burger, “Money Stock Control,” Controlling Monetary
Aggregates II: The Implementation, Federal Reserve Bank
of Boston, pp. 33-55. The procedure used in this paper differs
from the procedure explained in “Money’ Stock Control” only
in that seasonally adjusted data have been used in this article.
Therefore, an alternative approach in which the
monetary base remains the keystone for control of
money is suggested. In this procedure the money stock
is expressed as M = mB, where “m” denotes the
money multiplier and “B” denotes the monetary base.
The multiplier summarizes all those factors not in-
cluded in the monetary base that influence the money
stock. In other words, divergences between the
growth rates of money and base reflect fluctuations in
the money multiplier.6
Are periodic variations in the money multiplier pre-
dictable enough to allow for offsetting actions by the
Federal Reserve? Could the Federal Reserve improve
its control over money by predicting the multiplier
and then, using these predictions, supply the amount
of monetary base consistent with its targeted value
for the money stock?FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF ST. LOUIS
be equal. The standard deviation is large for one-
month periods in both procedures.
However, for periods longer than a month, there is
a substantial improvement resulting from using a pro-
cedure that requires predicting the money multiplier.
For six-month periods the standard deviation between
actual and predicted growth rates of money falls to
about 0,75 percentage point, compared to 1.5 per-
centage points under the first procedure whereby
the growth of base and money are assumed to be
equal (Table I). For one-year periods a further sub-
stantial improvement results from predicting the
money multiplier as the standard deviation between
the actual and the predicted growth rates of money
is reduced to 0.4 percentage point.
Suppose the Federal Reserve had used the proce-
dure outlined above in 1974 and early 1975 to predict
the money multiplier, and had used the predictions to
determine the likely growth path of money resulting
from the actual path of the monetary base. Would
these predictions of the multiplier have enabled the
Federal Reserve to more accurately predict the ef-
fects of its actions on the growth rate of money?
Table IV presents the results of predicting the
money multiplier and generating predicted growth
rates of money throughout 1974 and into mid-1975 in
the manner discussed at the start of this section. Com-
paring these results with Table II, it appears that
predicting the money multiplier substantially reduces
the size of the errors, especially for the period span-
ning mid-1974 into early 1975 when there were wide
divergences between the growth rates of base and
money. Generally, the difference between the actual
growth rate of money and the growth rate of money
associated with predictions of the multiplier are quite
small. The mean difference between actual and pre-
dicted growth rates of money resulting from forecast-
ing the money multiplier is about 0.25 percentage
point for both consecutive six- and twelve-month
periods from mid-1974 through August 1975.
Conclusions
Any statement about a proposed target for mone-
tary grosvth should be accompanied by a statement
about the likelihood or probability that the growth of
money will fall witlun some range about the target
rate. Such probability statements depend crucially
upon the procedure by which the Federal Reserve
attempts to aclueve a growth path of money and upon
the time period over which it is to be achieved. Un-
less the method by which money is to be controlled is
made explicit, there is no way of determining the
probability that the growth rate of money could be
held, say, within a 5 to 7.5 percent range. All anyone
knows is that the probability is greater than zero and
less than one.
Historical evidence of the twenty years from 1954
through 1973 shows that the growth rate of money has
been, on average, about the same as the growth rate
of the monetary base for all length time periods.
Therefore, one method for controlling the growth of
the money stock would be to set the growth rate of
the monetary base approximately equal to the desired
growth rate of money. However, tile evidence also
shows that the lt~ngthof the time period considered
makes a major difference as to the tightness of this
average relationship. Over short periods it has not
been uncommon for the grosvth rate of money to




Actual Growth Rate of Money and Growth Rate of








17/73 - 6/74 6.4% 6.1% 0.3%
1/74- 7/74 7.1 7.9 -0.8
2/74. 8~74 5.5 6.7 —1.2
3/74. 9/74 40 58 ‘-1.8
4/74- 50/74 3.6 4 5 05
5/74 - 15/74 4.4 4.3 0.1
6/74-52/74 32 3.4 -02
7/14 1/75 0.9 09 --0
8/74- 2/75 1.4 1.8 0.4
ç/7~. 3/75 3.1 1.8 1.3
10/74- 4/75 3.0 1.2 1.8
15/74- 5/75 35 05 3.0
52/74 6/75 6.1 6.5 0.4
5/75 7/73 86 6.9 1.7
2/75. 8/73 8.5 9.1 0.6
Mean 0.15
Stondc.d Devaton I2 8
Twelse’Month Periods
12/73- 12,74 4.8% 4.9% -01%
1/74 5/75 3.9 4.0 —01
2/74- 2/75 3.4 3.6 -02
3/74. 3/75 36 2.9 0.7
4/74. 4/75 3.3 2.4 09
5/74- 5/75 3.9 2.4 1.5
6/74 6/75 46 4.8 “02
7/74. 7/75 4.7 4 2 0.3
8/74- 8/75 4.9 5.2 ‘-0.3
Mean 0.30
S’anda”d Deviation 0.63
‘si ur~ .O.,.,_..r.Ii~,L.I..ti,,5 Pt ‘i.. ..i’..~’..s’ u,,— ‘4
II‘‘u’s’,’’.. ,i.:’F s~.oi.t. II Ii., ,,‘,,
Iii’’’.. ‘‘ii v.u it,’. ,‘‘iui.I u i u It.:,,. 1’’. 55.—’.
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monetary base. Over longer periods of time, such as
twelve months, however, the growth of money has
adjusted to the growth of the base.
The empirical evidence supports the view that the
growth rate of money would adjust to the growth rate
of the monetary base if the Federal Reserve would
adhere to the follosving set of guidelines,
(1) decide upon a growth path for money over a
twelve-month period;
(2) control the growth of the monetary base at the
same rate as the policy determined growth of
money;
(3) not react to monthly eri-ors in the growth of
money — in other words, hold the growth of the
base constant.
Over a twelve-month period, it would be an “unlikely”
event for the growth rates of money and base to
diverge by more than ±2percentage points. There-
fore, if the Federal Reserve chose a 6 percent growth
rate for money over a twelve-month period, there
would he a 95 percent probability that it would be in
the range of 4 to 8 percent.
The empirical evidence suggests that, the Federal
Reserve could reduce the margin of error in achieving
its desired growth rate of money if it svould adopt an
alternative procedure for controlling money whereby:
~l) the FOMC first decided npon a growth rate of
money over a twelve-month period and then,
(2) each month the money mnitiplier was predicted
and the amount of base ‘vas supplied that xvas
consistent with the desired level of money stock.
For example, the experiment discussed in the last
section of this paper indicated that the standard de-
viation between actual and desired growth rates of
money for twelve-month periods would be reduced
to about 0.4 percentage point. Hence, it would be
“unlikely” for the divergence between the desired and
actual growth rates of money to exceed 0.8 percentage
point with this procedure, compared to 2 percentage
points under a procedure of setting the growth rate of
the base equal to the desired growth rate of money.
Using this latter procedure, if the Federal Reserve
decided upon a 6 percent growth for money over the
next twelve months, the Federal Reserve could state
that there would be a9 5percent probability that the
growth of money would fall in the range of about 5 to
7 percent.